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CLEAR MESSAGE OF THE SUMMAR- 
ies of Regional Reports and 
Christmas Bird Counts pub- 

hshed each year in American Birds is 
that bird populations change. Some of 
these changes consist merely of ex- 
tralimital occurrences of a few indi- 

viduals, but others involve large-scale 
changes in the abundance or distri- 
bution of species. Can such changes 
be used to monitor changes in the 
environment, especially aspects of en- 
vironmental degredation that may not 
yet be apparent to us? To use bird 
populations as indicators of environ- 
mental changes, we must be confident 
that the population changes we have 
recorded are real and not artifacts of 

sampling, and we must be able to link 
those changes to specific perturba- 
laons in the birds' environment. 

To address these issues, the Cornell 
University Laboratory of Ornithology 
and the Johnson Foundation spon- 
sored a two-day symposium in May 
1987 at Wingspread in Racine, Wis- 
consin. The participants focused on a 
number of basic points. The first deals 
with whether the changes we detect in 
populations can be linked in a cause- 
and-effect fashion to specific environ- 
mental perturbations, while the 
second involves assessing how well ex- 
isting programs that monitor birds de- 
tect changes at the population level. 
We summarize here the proceedings 
of that symposium, comment on the 
prospects for using birds as indicators 
of environmental changes, and sug- 
gest what needs to be done to improve 
our knowledge of this subject. 

Establishing cause-and-effect 
relationships 

Birds live in an environment that is 

subject to both regular and irregular 
fluctuations, and bird populations re- 
spond to these changes in predictable 
ways. They do so, however, on several 
scales of magnitude and with varying 
degrees of directness. We often imag- 
ine the cause-and-effect link between 

an environmental change and birds to 
be a direct and simple one. In some 
instances, this appears to be true, but 
to expect such clear-cut relationships 
to be commonplace is wishful think- 
ing. The effects of environmental 
changes on bird populations are more 
often influenced by one or more in- 
termediate factors, or the population 
changes are caused by any one or 
more of many interacting effects. The 
existence of intermediate stages in the 
cause-and-effect link not only compli- 
cates our attempts to understand what 
is going on, but also acts to produce 
time lags in the appearance of the 
effects. An episode of unusually high 
rainfall in the desert, for example, 
may take some time to be translated 
into greater growth of plants that pro- 
vide food for the insects on which 

birds feed, and for the insect popula- 
tions to increase in abundance takes 

still more time. By the time these 
events result in greater production of 
young or in higher population densi- 
ties in birds, the rainfall event that 
started the sequence may be long for- 
gotten. 

Site fidelity of breeding birds may 

also produce time lags in response to 
environmental changes. Thus, when a 
large area of sagebrush habitat was 
destroyed and replaced by crested 
wheatgrass in a "range improvement" 
program in southwestern Oregon, 
breeding populations of Sage Spar- 
rows (Amphispiza belli) and Brewer's 
Sparrows ( Spizella breweri) remained 
relatively stable for at least two years 
because established breeders returned 

to their former territories, even 
though the habitat changed and was 
no longer suitable (Wiens and Roten- 
berry 1985). 

In such cases, the environmental 
change that causes a population 
change at some later time may be 
identified if the situation has been 

monitored for a sufficiently long 
period, with attention to delays •n 
cause-and-effect relationships. In 
other situations, identifying. th e 
portant causal link among a large 
number of possibilities may be qmte 
difficult. 

Environmental effects on birds are 

typically assayed by recording changes 
in population density, abundance, or 
distribution. These are frequently the 
most evident sorts of changes, but 
they are not necessarily the ones most 
closely tied to changes in the environ- 
ment. Birds may respond to environ- 
mental changes on several levels. The 
most immediate and direct responses 
are behavioral and physiological, in- 
volving changes in the charactenstms 
of individuals. These changes, in turn, 
affect several basic population rates: 
birth rate, death rate, and rate of dis- 
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persal. Changes in these three primary 
population parameters can then gen- 
erate changes in several secondary 
population parameters, such as den- 
sity, population size, geographic 
range, habitat occupancy, age struc- 
ture, sex ratios, or the proportion of 
birds that breed. 

Fluctuations in basic population 
rates are probably the most appropri- 
ate responses to measure when look- 
ing for evidence of environmentally 
induced changes in bird populations, 
because there is likely to be both spa- 
tial and temporal coincidence be- 
tween these primary responses and the 
underlying environmental change. 
This temporal and spatial coincidence 
simptitles the difficult task of estab- 
lishing a cause-and-effect relationship 
between an environmental event and 

an observed change in a bird popula- 
tion. On the other hand, changes in 
secondary population parameters are 
often spatially and temporally re- 
moved from the environmental trig- 
ger. 

Both primary and secondary popu- 
lation parameters show normal year- 
to-year and local variations that may 
have little or no long-term bearing on 

the population's overall well-being 
and stability. Ricklefs (1973) reviewed 
many long-term studies of bird pop- 
ulations and found that primary pop- 
ulation parameters tended to vary 
more t•om year to year than did sec- 
ondary population parameters, espe- 
dally local population size and den- 
sity. This pattern is a consequence of 
the buffering of fluctuations in local 
population size and in density by den- 
sity-dependent processes. Increased 
survival and immigration, for exam- 
ple, can mask the impact of a local 
reduction in fecundity on population 
density. A result of this density-de- 
pendent buffering is that significant 
changes in primary population pa- 
rameters can occur without causing 
concomitant changes in local popula- 
tion size or density. It may require 
several consecutive seasons or the 

widespread occurrence of unusually 
poor reproduction or survival before 
local population size or density are 
affected. 

Even among various environmental 
factors that can cause a change in a 
single primary population parameter 
there is a dynamic buffering effect that 
can obscure their individual impacts. 

Many of the major mortality factors 
that affect birds act in a compensatory 
fashion: an increase in the rate of mor- 

tality caused by one factor can result 
in a compensatory reduction in the 
rate of mortality caused by other fac- 
ton. The result is that no change in 
the population's overall mortality rate 
occurs, merely a redistribution of the 
relative impact of the individual fac- 
ton that are components of overall 
mortality. Recently, for example, the 
United States Fish and Wildlife Serv- 

ice intentionally varied annual rates 
of hunting mortality for Mallards 
(Arias platyrhynchos) by altering har- 
vest regulations. Although major an- 
nual changes in mortality due to hunt- 
ing resulted, an analysis of band-re- 
covery data showed no correlation 
between the overall annual mortality 
rates of Mallards and the annual mor- 

tality rates due specifically to hunting 
(Anderson and Burnham 1978). 

Two hypothetical examples further 
illustrate the differences between pri- 
mary and secondary population pa- 
rameters. If one monitored the density 
of breeding individuals on a study 
area (a secondary population param- 
eter) and found a sudden drop in one 
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year, the underlying proximate cause 
of that decline could (among other 
possibilities) have been a reduction in 
the birth rate during the previous 
year's breeding season, a lowered sur- 
vival rate during the intervening non- 
breeding season, a dispersal move- 
ment of individuals away from the 
study area, or some combination of 
these. In any event, the change in the 
density of the breeding population 
would probably have lagged so far 
behind most of these underlying 
events that it might be difficult, in 
retrospect, to establish the environ- 
mental cause or to know exactly when 
and where it exerted its effect. 

Similarly, one might monitor the 
density of the breeding population on 
a study area and detect no change in 
response to a suspected environmen- 
tal threat, such as a local application 
of a highly toxic pesticide. One might, 
therefore, conclude that there had 
been no impact on the bird popula- 
tion because the before-and-after den- 

s•ties were similar. However, if one 
had monitored mortality rates among 
local territorial individuals, one might 
have found that there was a brief but 

major episode of mortality immedi- 
ately after the chemical application 
and that the resulting losses were 
promptly recouped by rapid recolon- 
•zation of the vacated territories by 
previously nonbreeding "floaters." 
Conflicting conclusions about the im- 
pact of the chemical application might 
be reached, depending on the response 
variable that had been monitored. 

These two examples illustrate the 
point that, when looking for responses 
to environmental change, primary 
population parameters may provide a 
better indication of a response than 
secondary population parameters. 
The last example also illustrates how 
the risk of concluding that there is no 
effect of an environmental perturba- 
Uon when there really is one may be 
increased by using secondary rather 
than primary population parameters. 

All this is not to say, however, that 
primary population parameters are 
necessarily the most "important" 
measures of the response to an envi- 
ronmental change. One can argue 
that, because various population rates 
are to a degree compensatory, it is 
only an overall change in a popula- 
teoh'S size that matters. If an environ- 

mental change increases the mortality 
rate of a population, but fecundity 

also increases so that there 1s no over- 

all, long-term change in population 
size or density, one might. conclude 
that although the environmental 
change had an effect on the popula- 
tion, this effect was not really impor- 
tant in the long run. By the same 
token, very short-term behavioral or 
physiological adjustments to environ- 
mental perturbations may not be im- 
portant if they have no effect on rates 
of mortality, fecundity, or dispersal. It 
would be a mistake, however, to con- 
clude that, because an environmental 
change has no apparent effect on 
some population parameter (either 
primary or secondary), it has no effect 
on the population at all. 

Whether the effects of environmen- 

tal perturbations translate into "im- 
portant" consequences is to some de- 
gree a matter of one's objectives. If 
the objective is to maintain viable 
populations of birds over a long 
period in particular habitats or re- 
gions, we must regard persistent de- 
clines in population sizes (a secondary 
population parameter) as "impor- 
tant." On the other hand, if one's 
interest is in sensitive, proximate in- 
dicators of a population-level re- 
sponse to some environmental disrup- 
tion, primary population parameters 
may be "important" in their own 
ri•t. 

Existing sources of bird population 
data 

Ornithologists have monitored 
North American bird populations in 
an organized fashion since 1900, 
when the National Audubon Society's 
annual Christmas Bird Count was in- 

augurated. In the years since 1980, 
many other monitoring schemes have 
been established. A few of these pro- 
grams are continent-wide, include 
coverage of most taxa, and are in- 
tended to be long-term ventures (e.g., 
the Breeding Bird Survey and Nest 
Record Program); most, however, are 
more restricted in geographic, taxo- 
nomic, and temporal scope. The scale 
of each program has its own inherent 
advantages and disadvantages. Broad- 
scale programs are well suited to de- 
tecting changes in bird populations 
that occur slowly over many years and 
over large geographic areas, but they 
often lack the precision needed to de- 
tect subtle population changes at the 

local level promptly, before the pop- 
ulatlon has experienced a major tilt. 
Narrowly focused studies are far better 
at quickly detecting small, subtle 
changes in local bird populations and 
identifying their causes, but there are 
often uncertainties in extrapolating 
the results to a wider arena. The re- 

sults from some monitoring programs 
are not readily accessible whereas 
other programs maintain data in such 
a way that they are easily available on 
request to interested parties. Monitor- 
ing schemes of the latter type can 
provide valuable information to a va- 
riety of potential users and are most 
likely to be examined first when look- 
ing for evidence of environmentally 
induced change. 

Existing monitoring schemes mea- 
sure a variety of response variables 
Fecundity (generally indexed as the 
number of fledglings per nesting at- 
tempt), for example, is measured on a 
broad scale by the Nest Record Pro- 
gram. On a narrow scale, fecundity 
estimates are typically obtained in lo- 
cal, short-term studies of the nesting 
biology of a particular species, and a 
plethora of such studies exists for var- 
ious species and locations. For several 
species of special interest, such as mi- 
gratory waterfowl or endangered spe- 
des, investigators have collected data 
on fecundity that span several dec- 
ades, as in the annual Waterfowl Pro- 
duction Surveys of the United States 
Fish and Wildlife Service and the Ca- 
nadian Wildlife Service. 

Mortality and survival rates for 
many species can be estimated from 
band-recovery data maintained by the 
Bird Banding Laboratory of the 
United States Fish and Wildlife Serv- 

ice. Several analytical procedures are 
used to estimate mortality and sur- 
vival rates from data on recaptures or 
resightings of marked birds (Seber 
1982, Brownie et al. 1985). Local, 
short-term studies based on recaptures 
or resightings of individually marked 
birds have also been carded out by 
individual researchers for a variety of 
species, localities, and durations. 

The results of programs that mom- 
tor mortality rates differ greatly in 
precision. The low rates of band re- 
covery for all except a few heavily 
hunted species prevent the Bird Band- 
ing Laboratory from calculating sur- 
vival rates for birds in areas smaller 

than broad regions of North America, 
such as major migration flyways, or 
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over periods of. less than a year. Major 
effects on mortality in a population 
often occur within a small region over 
a period of weeks or even days. How- 
ever; only narrowly focused, intensive 
studies are able to detect these re- 

sponses to environmental changes. 
Dispersal can only be studied by 

following the movements of individ- 
ually marked birds. Data maintained 
by the Bird Banding Laboratory are, 
therefore, a potential source of in- 
sights on dispersal (e.g., Houston 
1978). Local studies of color-marked 
or radio-tagged individuals also pro- 
duce useful information. 

It seems that information on the 

important primary population pa- 
rameters is most likely to be obtained 
in intensive, local, species-specific 
studies. Such studies are difficult and 

time-consuming, however, data on 
these parameters are scant, and data 
banks containing them are few. The 
information that has been produced 
by these studies, although of great 
value, is rarely stored in a data bank; 
rather, it is typically published in sum- 
marized form in scientific journals. 

In contrast to the general dearth of 
data on primary population parame- 
ters, there is a relative abundance of 

information on secondary population 
parameters, especially local popula- 
tion densities. Bird censuses, in their 
many and varied forms (Ralph and 
Scott 1981), typically attempt to 
count all individuals in a specified 
area over a specified time. Although 
they rarely achieve this ideal (Verner 
1985), censuses often do provide a 
reasonably precise and accurate esti- 
mate of population size or density at 
a particular time and place. Several 
large data banks maintain informa- 
tion ranging from simple records of 
presence or absence to complex esti- 
mates of density on broad geographic 

The National Audubon Society's 
Christmas Bird Count 

The National Audubon Soci- 

ety's Christmas Bird Count is the 
most popular, voluntary, early• 
winter, •6ntinental bird inven• 
tory in the world. This annual 
project, conducted in the Amer- 
icas, involves a one-day count of 
the individuals of all species ob- 
served within a count unit 
known as a Christmas Bird Count 
circle. Count circles are discrete, 
having no parts in common, and 
each is defined as that area conr 
tained within a circle of 24.1 kil 
ometer (15 mile) diameter. Each 
count must be conducted on a 

single calendar day within the 
official Christmas Bird Count 

period, which is roughly two 
weeks centered around Christ- 

mas Day. Searching the count 
circle is accomplished by parties 
bf observers of varying numbers• 
and every individual bird en- 
countered is included in the in- 

ventory. The results of each 
count unit are reported on stand- 
ardized forms, which also solicit 
details on weather, methods of 
canvassing the area, numbers of 
participants, hours afield and at 
feeding stations, and miles cov,.. 
ered. Count statistics have been 
published for the last 88 years, 
and represent the most exten- 
sive, longest term, continuous, 
and most geographically compre- 

hensive data set in American or- 

nithology. 
The Christmas Bird Count was 

initiated in;I900 by 0rnithologigi 
Frank M. Chapman, who for 
thirty five years was the editor of 
Bird Lore magazine, the first of- 
ficial organ of the National Au- 
dubon Society and the great- 
grandparent of American Birds. 
The first count, in 1900, had a 
mere twenty five circles with a 
•total participation of twenty 
seven birders. Over the past eight 
decades the survey has grown 
dramatically, so that in the 1988- 
1989 count period there were 
1543 counts involving more than 
42,000 people. Today birders par- 
ticipate in the Christmas Bird 
Count in the United States, Can- 
ada, the West Indie.s,. •nd Middle 

'and SoU[h America• All birder• 
are welcome to paiticipate in 
Christmas Bird Counts or, if they 
have special expertise and cre- 
dentials and live in an area not 

already covered by an existing 
Christmas Bird Count circle, can 
start a new count by selecting 
and delineating a circle and get- 
ting approval from American 
Birds. 

The complete results from 
each Christmas Bird Count sea- 

son have been continuously pub- 
lished for the past 88 years. To- 

day the Christmas Bird Count is- 
sue of American Birds runs to 

over 70•pages. 
The ChristmasBird.Count pro-• 

vides the empirical basis for an 
increasing number of research 
studies involved with the rela- 

tive abundance of species and 
their dynamics, and their defini- 
tion and spatial relationships on 
their early-winter ranges. The 
Christmas Bird Count is an enor- 

mously rich data source which 
may beuseful for estimating pop- 
ulation parameters provided that 
researchers are aware of its lim- 

itations. Its strength lies in its 
quantity. There is no other 
branch of field zoology which 
has any sample comparable in 
size, scope, and regularity. No 
group of Pai d professionals could 
ever mobilize the time or dollars 
to gather this much •data. Analy• 
sis of them in isolation, even by 
the most sophisticated and rig- 
orous statistical methods, will 
not indicate avian population 
trends, but in combination with 
other arian monitoring tech- 
niques, they certainly appear to 
be surprisingly goodindicators of 
spatial and temporaI patterns in 
avian geographical 0cology.mSu- 
san Roney Drennan, Editor, 
American Birds, 950 Third Ave., 
New York, NY 10022. 
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and temporal scales. 
Censusing bird populations is pop- 

ular and widespread because it can be 
a relatively straightforward activity 
that can be easily mastered by those 
who often enjoy birdwatching with a 
purpose. Of all the population moni- 
toting schemes in North America, the 
National Audubon Society's Christ- 
mas Bird Count, with its simple cen- 
susing methods, remains the most 
popular program in terms of numbers 

of participants. At a broad scale, it 
provides useful information on distri- 
butional patterns and population 
trends (Bock 1984). Other programs 
that involve greater individual effort 
and follow a more detailed study de- 
sign attract fewer participants but 
have the potential to provide infor- 
mation of sufficient precision to mon- 
itor population size on both broad and 
local scales. 

In all of these sorts of investigations, 

the data that are produced are most 
likely to be useful in gauging bird 
responses to environmental perturba- 
tions if they are included in a data 
bank that is readily accessible and 
standardized. Recognizing the subtle 
but persistent changes in either pri- 
mary or secondary population param- 
eters that may indicate the onset of an 
environmental change often requires 
the statistical analysis of long-term 
data sets, and such analyses are not 

Bird population studies at the Cornell 
Laboratory of Ornithology 

The four primary goals of bird 
population studies at the Cornell 
University Laboratory of Orni- 
thology are to encourage birders 
to collect bird population data, to 
manage computerized databases 
on North American birds, to con- 
duct research using these data- 
bases, and to communicate the 
results back to birders and the 

general public. We are responsi- 
ble for maintaining and promot- 
ing the North American Nest 
Record Program, the Colonial 
Bird Register, and two new pro- 
grams, Project Birdwatch and 
Project FeederWatch. In addi- 
tion, we maintain computerized 
databases for three programs 
sponsored by the National Au- 
dubon Society: the Christmas 
Bird Count, the Breeding Bird 
Census, and the Winter Bird- 
Population Study. 

Data for the North American 

Nest Record Program are re- 
corded on cards, which are then 
edited and computerized. Nest 
records contain data on avian 

breeding biology, such as the 
nesting season, clutch size, in- 
dubation period, nestling period, 
and nesting success. Three 
hundred thousand nest records 

have been completed for 555 spe- 
cies, of which 150,000 cards have 
been computerized. One of the 
major justifications of the pro- 
gram is its potential to monitor 
the reproductive success of birds 
on an annual basis. Annual mon- 
itoring of avian reproduction us- 
ing nest records would serve as 

an "early warning system" to de- 
tect reproductive failure. Annual 
variation in reproductive success 
has never been analyzed for any 
species with data from the nest 
record program, although the 
program has enough cards for 
some species to justify such an 
analysis. 

In the mid-1970s the National 

Audubon Society and the Labo- 
ratory of Ornithology organized 
the Colonial Bird Register to es• 
tablish a computerized database 
for the collection and dissemi- 

nation of information concerning 
colonial waterbirds. Most CBR 
data come from state and federal 

survey projects and can be used 
to monitor the size and location 
of colonies over time. 

The Christmas Bird Count, de- 
scribed in more detail elsewhere 
in this article, is the main data- 
base being used to monitor the 
distribution and abundance of 
birds in the winter. 

The Breeding Bird Census, in- 
itiated in 1937 by the National 
Audubon Society is a monitoring 
program in which the density of 
territorial males is estimated on 

a plot of homogeneous habitat. 
Quantitative sampling methods 
are frequently used to measure 
the vegetation of the plot. Much 
of the data from the 50 years of 
the Census is stored in computer 
files at the Cornell University 
Laboratory of Ornithology. 

The Breeding Bir0 Census has 
proven to be a useful source of 
information on the density of 

bird species in particular habitats 
and for determining population 
variation of a species within a 
site over time. Breeding-Bird 
Censuses also have provided im- 
portant information about bird 
population changes that accom- 
pany plant succession in a plot 
and about how the habitat use of 

a bird species changes geograph- 
ically. 

The Winter Bird-Population 
Study is the winter analogue to 
the Breeding Bird Census. Al- 
though much attention has been 
given to overwinter survival in 
bird populations, the bird-habitat 
relationships described in the 
Winter Bird Population Study are 
greatly underused. 

The Laboratory of Ornithology 
is initiating two new program• to 
monitor populations of birds. For 
Project FeederWatch, weekly 
lists of birds compiled by partic- 
ipants from watching their feed- 
ers during the winter months 
will be sent to the Laboratory of 
Ornithology for processing. We 
hope that these data can be used 
to track movements of birds dur- 

ing the winter. Project Bird- 
Watch, currently a pilot project, 
is based on weekly lists of birds 
compiled by participants. The 
data will be used to enhance our 

knowledge of geographical distri- 
butions and seasonal patterns of 
abundance.--B. Todd Engstrom 
and Gregory S. Butcher, Cornell 
Laboratory of Qrnithology, 159 
Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, 
NY 14850. 
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likely to be done unless the data are 
readily available. 

What can population data tell us? 

There are two types of questions 
that we can ask of bird population 
data: Has a significant change oc- 
curred in a monitored population pa- 
rameter, and what temporal and spa- 
tial correlates of that change may help 
us identify the underlying cause? The 
existence of data banks containing in- 
formation on North American bird 

populations does not by itself ensure 
that the data they contain are ade- 
quate to address either of these ques- 
tions. We need to know what types of 
changes are important enough or un- 
usual enough to warrant further in- 
vestigations into their possible causes, 
and we must have some basis for as- 

sociating the population changes with 
some alteration in environmental 
conditions. 

How much dhange in monitored 
population parameters must occur be- 
fore one becomes alarmed and seeks 

a specific cause? Given the fact that 
'primary population parameters nor- 
mally vary more than secondary pop- 
ulation parameters, it might be appro- 
priate to adopt a more liberal criterion 
for some population characteristics, 
like fecundity and mortality rates, 
than for others, such as density, pop- 
ulation size, or geographic range. The 
criteria must be developed on a situ- 
ation-specific basis, however; a 50% 
swing in population size might not be 
of concern in a cyclic species like the 
Northern Goshawk (Accipiter gen- 
tilis), but in a species such as the 
Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus) it 
would be most alarming. 

It is also possible that the duration 
of a trend in a population parameter 
is more important than the magnitude 
per se of the change. A slight but 
recurring annual drop in fecundity or 
population size would be more alarm- 
ing than an annual drop of similar or 
even greater magnitude that contin- 
ued for only a year or two. The sim- 
ulation models of Ford and his col- 

leagues (1982), for example, indicated 
that populations of marine birds such 
as tourres (Uria spp.) might be more 
sensitive to slight but continuous 
depressions of reproductive success 
caused by chronic, low-level oil pol- 
lution than to acute, large-scale mor- 

k 

Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus). Photograph/P. McLain/VIREO/M15/2/021. 

tality caused by occasional massive 
but isolated oil spills. 

In some instances, the geographic 
extent of a change in population pa- 
rameters determines its significance. 
A deviation in one local population 
of a species while other populations 
remain stable is less alarming than a 
change that is experienced over a 
broad region or over a species' entire 
range. Thus, Holmes and his co-work- 
ers (1986) were able to associate the 
decline in Least Flycatcher (Empi- 
donax minimus) abundance in a New 
Hampshire forest with local forest 
succession rather than with events in 

wintering areas largely because other 
nearby breeding populations of this 
species did not exhibit a parallel de- 
cline. 

Whether we are interested in the 

magnitude, the duration, or the geo- 
graphical extent of a population 
change, it is difficult to know how 
much change in a population param- 
eter should be taken as an indication 

that something in the birds' environ- 
ment may have changed. One way to 
explore such questions is through 
computer simulation models of pop- 
ulation dynamics, in which one may 
systematically vary certain parameters 
by a given amount over a given length 
of time or a given area to determine 
what effects such variations might 
possibly have on measures such as 
long-term population stability. Only a 

few investigators (e.g., Ford et al. 
1982; Temple and Cary 1988) have 
used these techniques, however, and 
their potential remains largely unex- 
ploited. 

Once one has established criteria for 

determining the sorts of population 
change that should concern us, the 
available population data must be 
evaluated to see whether or not they 
are actually capable of detecting the 
sorts of changes we have deemed im- 
portant. A hypothetical example may 
illustrate the problem. We know that 
DDT contamination of aquatic fOOd 
chains can and did reduce the average 
annual fecundity of some populations 
of the Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leuco- 
cephalus) by about 30%. We also 
know that Bald Eagle fecundity has a 
normal annual variation (expressed as 
a coefficient of variation) of about 
50%, mostly owing to vagaries of 
weather and fOOd (Grier 1974). Sup- 
pose we wish to use North America's 
primary data bank on fecundity, the 
Nest Record Program, to detect a 30% 
deviation from average Bald Eagle fe- 
cundity in a certain year with a 90% 
certainty at the 0.05 level of signifi- 
cance. It is possible to calculate the 
sample size (number of nest records) 
that would be required to detect such 
a reduction in fecundity with the ex- 
pected certainty. In this case, the re- 
suits of such a calculation (Zar 
1984:134) indicate that it would take 
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Male Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus). Photograph/Jerg Kroener. 

nest records from at least 120 eagle 
nests per year to detect a 30% devia- 
tion from average fecundity. Unfor- 
tunately, the Nest Record Program 
currently receives information on- 
fewer than 40 nests each year. Fur- 
thermore, these nests are scattered 
over North America, while an impor- 
tant environmentally induced change 
is most likely to occur at the local or 
regional level, where sample sizes are 
even smaller. 

A more positive example illustrates 
the potential of existing data banks for 
detecting changes in certain species. 
The Nest Record Program currently 
receives more nest records per year 
(about 1500) for the Eastern Bluebird 
(Sialia sialis) than for any other spe- 
des. Given this sample size and other 
pertinent information on bluebird re- 
production, it is possible to calculate 
the minimum change in fecundity 
that could be detected with 90% cer- 

tainty at the 0.05 level of significance. 
In this case, we should be able to use 
the existing records to detect a 4% 

deviation from average bluebird fe- 
cundity throughout the species' range. 
At the local population level, where 
annual sample sizes for some bluebird 
populations may reach 200 nests, it 
should be possible to detect a 15% 
change in fecundity from the existing 
information. These detection capabil- 
ities are certainly within standards 
that might be adopted for a monitor- 
ing scheme. 

These examples serve to illustrate 
two important points. First, our abil- 
ity to draw reasonably firm conclu- 
sions about whether or not a change 
in a particular population parameter 
has actually occurred is restricted by 
the adequacy of the data available. In 
many cases, it may not be possible to 
detect anything other than relatively 
large-scale shifts in population fea- 
tures from the sorts of data sets that 

currently exist. Second, the size of 
samples and the precision of measure- 
ment of population parameters are 
related to the level of change that we 
wish to detect. If, for a given objective, 

it is sufficient to be able to detect 

population shifts of 25%, gathering 
samples or conducting studies with an 
intensity that permits one to detect 
changes of 5% may be unnecessary. 
We must define standards for the min- 

imum changes that we need to detect 
and for the certainty with which we 
wish to be able to detect such changes, 
but these decisions have rarely been 
made. Examples such as those for ea- 
gles or bluebirds provide important 
insights into the sampling effort that 
is required to allow a particular data 
bank to serve its intended purposes. 

Once one understands the power 
and limitations of a data bank used to 

detect changes in population param- 
eters, the next question is what might 
have caused a given change. In the 
absence of direct experiments (which 
are often impossible, given the tem- 
poral and spatial scale of population 
changes of interest and the status of 
the bird populations involved), cause- 
and-effect links must be determined 

by finding environmental factors that 
might be expected produce a change 
in the population by direct or indirect 
pathways and that have changed in a 
way that is correlated with the popu- 
lation changes. A wide variety of fac- 
tors in the environment may affect 
important population parameters in 
birds. The list of such factors is not 

only long, but many different envi- 
ronmental changes can cause the 
same response in bird populations. 
Indeed, one of the most vexing chal- 
lenges to using bird populations as 
bio-indicators is determining how to 
isolate the actual cause of an observed 

change in a bird population from 
among all the possibilities. 

Establishing a cause-and-effect re- 
lationship between environmental 
changes and population responses is 
an essential but often elusive, goal of 
many population-monitoring pro- 
grams. Unless one can establish an 
unambiguous statistical connection 
between an environmental change 
and an observed change in a bird pop- 
ulation, little more than speculation 
is possible. Establishing a statistical 
correlation between the occurrence or 

magnitude of an environmental per- 
turbation and a change in a bird pop- 
ulation, however, does not necessarily 
prove a cause-and-effect relationship. 

The most effective way to establish 
cause-and-effect relationships be- 
tween changes in bird populations and 
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The question 

In spite ,of the' limitations of 
•me of_the, sampling methods 
used in the large-scale monitor- 
ing programs, data can now be 
used to provide estimates of re- 
gional and long-term variation in 
the dutch size and fledging rate 
of birds (Nest Record Card Pro- 
gram), dispersal (Bird-Banding 
Laboratory), density and species 
richness, of birds by habitat 
(Breeding Bird Census and Wire 
ter Bird-Population StUdy), win- 
tering range [Christmas Bird 
Count), and breeding range and 
relative, abundance (Breeding 
Bird SurveY). The value of this 
information,-especially for com• 
m0n species; 'is, fremendous, 
HOWever, Once regiohal •ariatibh 
6fannual tren• have been iden- 
tified, the:taSk of identifying a- 
cause,- or a combipation of 
•causes, can be very difficulL Is 
the -.decline f n {he American 
BI• DUck P0PUl•tioni•for 
ample, due •6 o•erhfinting( 
ingestio• Of lea&shot,. decline in 
invertebrate food for.ducklings 
in lakes thai are now acidified, 
or hybri•tion with the Mal- 
•lard? If neotmr' I rz: •r•fi•e 
really-d, ' ß s 'it: •6stly be2 
eau: e o, t .• •timt of •uit- 
fible [. • • •; r !wir•r - 

c•½it• •o• ,. At leest a,ong 
roadAides. •.•,ere. the Breeding 

of causality 

Bird Survey, iS donducted, there 
are probably fewer trees;suitable 
for these species;than therewere 
15 years ag ø. But until otherspos- 
sibilities are checked (disease• 
parasites• dedline in bark-d•ell- 
ing insectS): '•ny •ohClUsion 
about causes is ra•re •pecdlation, 
For sorting OUt the caupg-o• an 
effect, the ideal situatiOnis a con- 
trolled experime6t in whlch ;in, 
dividuals can be aSSigned 
domly to treatments 'and 'the n 
treatments are compared. With 
observational õtudi•õ, the.. best 
solution is to incor,•orate some 
p•inciples 6f expe, imefital 
sign at the ,anal•.• • i a•e. One 
exarnpi• •øUld, ; time, 
Series hhhlysis [ 6 decl:•e 
occur all' a[on •o w tat 
•nVironmen.tal t• .n?"c, a t 
that time?, In • ,,•ri- 
mentfil, dedi• .n- 
sU•es; .Would } 
e•{•.. O• oneco 
•ons in w•, us 
•0tential cau? 
ent leve• •an ß h 
re•ø• have , 
aon .ecu. m 
Per•t wes' uut 
caus6s; Or, 
principles c' de- 
siqn• suc , I 

environmental changes is to relate the 
bird population data to parallel data 
on changes in the environment. In 
most narrowly focused studies of bird 
populations, the researchers who 
study the birds also simultaneously 
measure environmental variables on 

their study areas. By relating changes 
in these simultaneously measured 
variables to one another, causal links 
may be established with at least rea- 
sonable certainty if (and it is a big 
"if" ) the events affecting the bird pop- 
ulations actually operate at the same 

temporal or spatial scales on which 
the variables were measured. 

In contrast, most broad-scale mon- 
itoring schemes that rely on data col- 
lected by volunteers do not require 
that the observers collect detailed in- 
formation on the condition of the lo- 

cal environments in which they ob- 
serve the birds. As a result, informa- 
tion from large data banks must 
typically be paired with environmen- 
tal information from a completely in- 
dependent source, often another 
broad-scale data bank containing data 

on the environment. Because these 
bird and environment data sets are 

not coincident in time and space, it is 
difficult to make any but the coarsest 
or broadest kinds of correlations be- 

tween them. Still, for a few of the 
major environmental variables that 
are known to affect population pa- 
rameters, such as climate and habitat 
conditions, there are readily accessible 
data that can be used in conjunction 
with information on bird populations. 

In some cases, these environmental 
data banks may provide information 
that can be convincingly related to an 
observed change in a bird population. 
For example, in Great Britain it was 
possible to establish a strong correla- 
tion between the extraordinarily se- 
vere winter weather of 1978-1979 and 

changes in several population param- 
eters for selected bird species: in- 
creased rates of dispersal movements 
during the winter and lowered popu- 
lation densities and increased fecund- 

ity during the subsequent breeding 
season. In this case, the bird popula- 
tion data from the British Trust for 

Ornithology's Ringing Scheme, Com- 
mon Birds Census, and Nest Records 
Scheme were used in conjunction 
with climatic information from data 

banks maintained by the British gov- 
ernment (Cawthorne and Marchant 
1980). 

Thus, although the most convincing 
documentations of cause-and-effect 

relationships will usually come from 
narrowly focused, carefully con- 
trolled, intensive field studies, some 
indications of important causal links 
may also be obtained from compari- 
sons using broad-scale data banks. 
Moreover, and perhaps more impor- 
tantly, these data sources may provide 
the foundation for initial, exploratory 
analyses that provide the insights nec- 
essary to know what might be inves- 
tigated most effectively through more 
intensive work. 

Prospects and priorities 

We end up agreeing with Morrison 
(1985) that the prospects for using 
birds as sensitive bio-indicators are 

not especially good. Bird populations 
change, to be sure, and many of these 
changes are related in one way or an- 
other to underlying changes in the 
environment, but knowing exactly 
what has caused the population 
changes is too often beyond our im- 
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:Some environmental 
databases 

Of the man• enviro•mOntal 
fa, tors that • affect -bid PoD: 
•- ationS, habitat 'features and 
, •ther are two for which acces- 

"•; databases e•!st. the United 
as Fish and Wildlife Service's 

uOnal '-wetl•nd• in•;ent•i•y 
,-,-ojeci •il•et• i•fo•ati• 
•e locafi0m •Xlent, stat•, and 
tren• of Uniie• •tat• wetlands; 
a critic} but threatened habitat 
for many bi•, Ma• • av•'L 
a•le for 51%' of the lower 

•tata• •%0f Alike, fi•d 
Hawed; CoPies of th•Se ma• con 
b4 Ordered by calling 1 
"•S. A nfitiønal •sa•ment of 

U.e'stat• and r•ceni irand• { n 
United aaias wetian• h• •en 
csmp!eted. Thd •esul• a•e pub_ 

;li3hbd in the F•h •d WiI•ife 

ServiCe mpo•; Wetlands of the 
uni•d Siatesi Currear Statusand 
Bec•nfTmnds, B•tween the mid: 
•950s and •e mid-1970s, •e 
con•erminous U•ied state s l•t. 
9 millio n acres of w•tlands at•n 
afinfial •ato 0f 45a,000 acres, a 
lo•s •at•must have had serious 
cons•uences for wetland bi•s, 
Th• trend analys• study •11b• 
perio•lly updated; the n•x• 
u•d•{e Will be completed by 
end of 1990. The National WatL 

l•ds Inventory Project is also 
producing other pr•uc•, such• 
• state wetland reports, that 
•da basic data on the status 0 
w•tlan• throu•out the coum 
tgY. 

Weather h• pronoun•d 
fa• on many paramete• of bird 
populations, and ex•llent naa 
tion•de data on weather 
avelabia to omitholog•ts. Use- 
ful data am •nta•d in the 
W•y Weather and Crop B•Ie- 
tin. •nual subscriptions are 
$25, payabl• to NOAA. Writ• to 
WWCB, NOAA/USDA, USDA 

SOB•:Bldg., R•m 5844, Wash- 
!•ton, D.C. 20X50. 

The total pred•tafi on (and 
Percent of normal) and aver•g• 
tem•rhtueas •lUs depa•ures 

fr0• the 30-year mean) are 
sented on a Sea?onal, 
and weekly basis•in mep term 
the 48 contiguous Urnled Sh. tes 
•d Alaska. Observe d min:mum 

maximum tcmPorfitOi • fir 
theweek• a biwebkl• drøUgh• •. 
verity •hart• •nd monthly status 
of the nation,s rivers and reser- 
voirs are included...Thus•: the pos 
:•ible impaCi of varying peri0ds 
UnuSual heat or co-ld:d•d • yn 
6•etnds•,, 'can b6-an•l•zeduMn• 
•e •ialh ih• in&x•mive pub, 
iication, with the added ad9an 
tage that the' use• may: fr991y re 
prim ang' of the datg and maps, 
Proyided proper credit is given. 

Se'•ere st•i• or •ind• may 
i•dence • partidulai SPedes' 
migrafion,• breeding or feeding 
patterns, WWCBhighlights sig; 
nificant storms:with both sateL, 
lite;pictures and tegt. When con- 
ditions warrant, feature arilci es 
0fi'topi cs like severe drought 
•ea t and cold wav es in plaCe s, 
like Africa and Europe, as, w611 
a•.on this continent• will appear. 
Even the path of air parcels re• 
sponsible for iransPorting m•o- 
•Ctive debris from Chernobyl; 
was discussed On a timely basis: 
In Short, any weather or climate 
anomaly having a noticeable im- 
pact on human and other biotic • 
•YStems will receive attention., 

Historical data are also avail- 
able from The National Climati• 
Data Center, Federal Building, 
a•heville, NC 28801-2696. Ohe 
is advised to call (704) CLI-MATE 
to discuss data needs with 
NCDC's meteorologisls. Those 
wishing to delve much deeper' 
into potential data sonrOes 
should request the "Selectiv e 
Guide to Climatic Data 
Sources",•--Halph W. Tiner, 
U,S., Fish and Wildlife Service, 
NatiOnal Wetlands Inventory,; 
Newton Corner, MA 02158 and' 
Douglas •t; Pain61• aiometeoi:8i- 
0g•Uni•, Coraell UniVersity, Ith: 
acd, NY 14853. 

mediate grasp. There are too many 
complicating variables, it is too diffi- 
cult to associate cause with effect, and 
it is too problematic even to know 
what sort of population change might 
be an indication that something in the 
environment is really awry. Responses 
to persistent, long-term changes in the 
environment generally can be de- 
tected over time, but by then the en- 
vironmental degredation that caused 
the population changes may be far 
along or worse, irreversible. Re- 
sponses to short-term environmental 
changes are much harder to detect and 
interpret unless the change is really 
massive and the response of the bird 
populations immediate. 

Does this mean that the symposium 
was a failure and that we should do 

nothing? Of course not. Although bird 
populations may not normally pro- 
vide an ideal "early warning system" 
of environmental deterioration, they 
can tell us much about what happens 
to their (and thus our) environment 
over the long run. Attention to several 
points will enhance our ability to draw 
meaningful conclusions from our 
studies of bird populations: 

We must continue to monitor the 

status of bird populations, using a 
combination of programs, sites, and 
scales. General programs such as the 
Christmas Bird Count, the Breeding 
Bird Survey, the Nest Record Pro- 
gram, and the Breeding Bird Census 
can continue to provide imPortant 
broad-scale information, but these ac- 
tivities should be supplemented with 
more intensive studies conducted over 

a series of specified study sites. It is 
especially important that long-term 
monitoring of both primary and sec- 
ondary population parameters be con- 
ducted at locations that are not sus- 

ceptible to haphazard disruption by 
human activities. This is because in 

order to assess population changes 
that are due to subtle or widespread 
environmental changes, it is necessary 
to have baseline or "control" infor- 
mation from locations at which these 
effects are not overwhelmed or dis- 

torted by large-scale but local pertur- 
bations. In this regard, the National 
Environmental Research Park sites 

administered by the Department of 
Energy or National Parks and Wilder- 
ness Areas may hold special promise. 
It would be especially valuable if 
standardized studies, in which several 
critical primary and secondary popu- 
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lation parameters are measured with 
a specified level of precision, could be 
initiated at these sites. 

Observers participating in any of 
these programs, whether broad or nar- 
row in scope, should gather basic in- 
formation on the status of key envi- 
ronmental features such as climate, 
habitat conditions, or human activi- 
ties as part of their censuses of birds. 
For formally structured programs, this 
environmental information should be 

gathered following carefully standard- 
ized procedures. 

The information obtained in these 

studies should be promptly trans- 
ferred to computer-accessible data 
banks, and the information in these 
data banks should be subjected to con- 
tinual analysis to maintain close mon- 
itoring of population trends or 
changes in population parameters. 
The information in these data banks 

should be readily available to both 
amateurs and professionals; accessi- 
bility will be enhanced if the data 
banks are mai.ntained in a few central 
locations. 

Analyses of the data should be com- 
bined with computer modeling to de- 
termine the sensitivity of populations 
to changes of varying magnitudes and 
duration in key population parame- 
ters. Such investigations may help to 
define the sorts of changes that should 
be of concern for particular species. 
Computer modeling may also be used 
to determine the sample sizes or levels 
of precision required to interpret pop- 
ulation changes of a given magnitude. 

If the major bird population data 
banks are to achieve their intended 

purposes, they must include samples 
of population data that are adequately 
large. Participants should be actively 
recruited rather than passively at- 
tracted to the programs. 
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Use of bird population data by 
the Environmental Protection Agency 

Among federal agencies, the 
United States Environmental 

Protection Agency has the broad- 
est mandate to promote efforts 
which will prevent or eliminate 
damage to the environment and 
biosphere. One important way 
the Environmental Protection 

Agency uses bird population 
studies is the preparation and re- 
view of environmental impact 
analyses. The preparation and 
review of Environmental Assess- 

ment or Environmental Impact 
Statements is the major mecha- 
nism by which the environmen- 
tal impacts of major federally- 
sponsored projects are assessed. 
Environmental Impact State- 
ments are often required for such 
projects under the National En- 
vironmental Policy Act. 

The Environmental Protection 

Agency's review of Environmen- 
tal Impact Statements is intended 
to identify and minimize impacts 
to the environment. These im- 
pacts can include direct and in- 
direct effects on bird popula- 
tions, and Environmental Impact 
Statements typically discuss the 
bird populations occurring in the 
affected environment. 

Access to avian population 
data is importan[ to both the pre- 
parers and reviewers of Environ- 
mental Impact Statements in de- 
termining the true impacts of 
projects and activities that affect 
wildlife resources. The types of 
data of greatest value are: 
1. Breeding bird data and habi- 
tat-u's• •]ata for'sPecific site_ 
data from BreedingBird Sux veys, 

Breeding Bird Censuses, and Co- 
lonial Bird Register). 
2. Information on life histories 

and habitat affinities for bird spe- 
cies (e.g., data from the Nest Rec- 
ord Program, Breeding Bird Cen- 
sus, and Winter Bird Population 
Study). Frequently baseline stud- 
ies for Environmental Impact 
Statements involve only a single 
year of field data. Long-term data 
are especially valuable when 
available. 

3. Population data that indicate 
trends in populations and guilds 
by watershed, ecoreglon, or other 
landscape scale unit (e.g., Breed• 
ing Bird Surveys, Christmas Bird 
Counts, Breeding Bird Censuses• 
and Colonial Bird Register). 
The Environmental Protection 

Agency and other natural re- 
source agencies need a geograph- 
ically-based data system that al- 
lows them to draw upon infor- 
mation at many scales. 

Obtaining and using more acz 
curate and complete information 
on bird populations will help 
the Environmental Protection 

Agency and other regulatory 
agencies more effectively imple- 
ment environmental protection 
laws and regulations, .The Envi- 
ronmental Protection Agency 
needs to make use of existing in- 
formation resources, many of 
which are described here, and 
develop new ones to increase its 
ability to assess the total impact 
of proposed activities.--Thomas 
A. Muir and David G. Davis, 
U.S, Envirofimental Protection 
Agency, Waõhington, D.C. 20460, 
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Lands for long-term research 
on bird populations 

If birds are to be used as indi- 

cators of environmental change, 
there is often .a need to have 
!•aseline, 'cont•;0i areas on*'•hich 
bird populations that are isolated 
from certain environmental 

changes can be studied. This 
need is not unique to bird popu- 
lation studies. The need to estab- 

lish a network of relatively ex- 
tensi ve land holdings on which 
"baseline" ecological studies can 
be conducted over extended pe- 
riods of time has been recognized 
by many environmental scien- 
tists. Although there are a num- 
ber of kinds of public lands on 
which long-term bird population 
studies can be conducted-(e.g., 
national parks, national forests, 
national wildlife refuges, and 
various state and local parks) the 
purposes for which such lands 
are held often involve priorities 
and management practices (e.g., 

.timber harvest and/or the graz- 
ing of domestic livestock) that 
may produce extensive environ- 
mental alteration over time and 

thereby decrease the value of the 
site as a constant "reference 

point" against which population 
changes in other altered environ- 
ments can be compared, 

There are, however, two major 
networks of land-holdings in the 
United States which specifically 
include long-term baseline eco- 
logical surveys among the activ- 
ities for which they were de- 
signed, These networks include 
the Long-Term Ecological Re- 
search sites of the National Sci- 
ence Foundation and the Na- 
tional Environmental Research 
Parks of the United States De- 

partment of Energy. The lands 
held and managed under both of 
:these programs should, thus, be 
•nsidered as sit• where long- 
term studies of bird populations 
could be undertaken. 

One major difference between 
the Long-Term Ecological Re- 
search and National Environ- 
mental Research Park sites is 

:that the NERP sites are generally 
larger (X- -- 96,596 ha fo• Na- 
tional Environmental Research 
Park sites rs. X- -- 13,292 ha for 
Long-Term Ecological Research 
sites). The larger National Envi- 
ronmental Research Park sites 
also include within their bound- 

aries various sources of human- 

caused environmental perturba- 
tions, whereas Long-Term Eco- 
logical Research sites exist al- 
most wholly for ecological re- 
search and are little perturbed 
except by natural disturbance. 

In the case of some National 
Environmental Research Park 
sites, on-site environmental re- 
search activities have continued 

over long periods of time. At the 
Savannah River National Envi- 
ronmental Research Park, which 
is located near Aiken, South Car- 
olina, studies of the site's bird 
populations date from 30 years 
ago. Over that time, over 80 stud- 
ies of the site's bird populations 
have been published. Databases 
from these studies are available 

to researchers who may now 
wish to use these sites to either 

initiate or expand studies of the 
site's bird populations.--/. Lehr 
Brisbin, Jr., Savannah River Ecol- 
ogy Laboratory, Department of 
Energy, Aiken, SC 29801. 
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